Although determining the similarity of genotypes is often employed in artificial life experiments to measure or control diversity, in practical applications we may often be more interested in similarities of phenotypes. The latter may provide information about the effective diversity in a population, and thus it may be more suitable for diversity estimations and diversity-based search algorithms. A phenotype of a simulated creature can be understood as creature's physiology or its behavior -e.g., body kinematics, movement patterns, or gaits. In this paper, we introduce a set of efficient measures which allow for describing the movement of simulated 3D stick creatures. We use these measures to analyze the results of evolutionary optimization of virtual creatures towards four unique behavioral goals. We show that most solutions obtained for each goal occupy distinct areas of the phenotype space. This suggests that measures defined in this paper create a useful behavioral space for movement-related fitness functions. Finally, we use the introduced measures to visualize how the properties of movement change in populations during the course of evolution.
Introduction
When it comes to the analysis of movement of biological creatures, there exists a large body of research on the importance of locomotion in nature and on the details of its functioning. For humans, human body is obviously the most important, especially in the context of medicine and physical activities (Thorstensson et al., 1984; Sparrow and Newell, 1994; van Ingen Schenau et al., 1994; Courtine and Schieppati, 2004; Thelen and Anderson, 2006; Segers et al., 2007) . In other animals, various aspects of locomotion are studied including energetic efficiency, mechanics and control, and these often concern specific orders or species -e.g., cockroaches (Kram et al., 1997) , frogs (Ahn et al., 2004) , lizards (McElroy et al., 2008) , salamanders , or cats (Trank et al., 1996; Pearson, 2008) .
More general studies concern tetrapod (Biewener, 2006) and hexapod (Full et al., 1991) gaits, and such bodies are often an inspiration for the development of robot body plans (Koditschek et al., 2004) . Biological inspirations are also popular in modeling locomotion (Lacquaniti et al., 2002; Biknevicius and Reilly, 2006; Lee and Harris, 2018) and in experimental and evolutionary robotics (Bongard and Paul, 2000; Krasny and Orin, 2004; Sellers et al., 2004; Ijspeert et al., 2005; Kukillaya and Holmes, 2007; Aydin et al., 2019) .
Research works mentioned above are however tailored to specific body plans of existing animals or, in case of biologically-inspired robots, to their artificial counterparts. In this work we introduce and verify more general measures of specific aspects of movement that will work for arbitrary moving 3D stick models. We therefore cannot assume any specific body plan, or even any template that would constrain considered bodies and the movement of their individual parts. Instead, we assume that a body consists of a number of elastic rods and constitutes a three-dimensional graph (Komosinski and Ulatowski, 2009, 2004) . We perform simulated evolutionary experiments with different goals, record movements of simulated creatures and then calculate high-level measures in order to investigate how the recorded data differs among different evolutionary goals and individual evolutionary processes.
This research aims to support researchers in automated analysis of movement of both artificial and biological creatures by introducing simple quantitative and objective measures that evaluate individual aspects of body movements. Based on these measures, a number of data analysis techniques can be used, such as clustering, to produce high-level descriptions of large populations of evolved agents without the need for manual human investigation. Various modifications of evolutionary algorithms such as diversity-based search or speciation mechanisms can also be facilitated. Accompanied with statistical and machine learning methods and human expertise, values of the proposed measures of movement may be correlated with existing notions of various movement and gait patterns. They may also be used to quantify how humans perceive moving bodies and biological motion (Castellia et al., 2000; Grill-Spector, 2003; Peelen and Downing, 2007; Pyles and Grossman, 2009 ).
Measurable properties of movement
In this section we describe what data are acquired when simulated stick creatures move during their lifespan, and then how this data is processed to yield higher level properties of movement. Technical details and extended analyses of these properties are reported in (Gorgolewski et al., 2019) .
Low-level raw data
During simulation, each creature provided three series of values C, D xy and D z defined as follows:
• C -the center of gravity: a series of triplets c = (x, y, z).
• D xy -the dispersion in the xy plane: a series of values d xy .
• D z -the dispersion in the z dimension: a series of values d z .
Each location of the center of gravity is described by three coordinates corresponding to the three dimensions. Calculating dispersions required elementary data processing.
Since creatures are made of distinguishable parts or vertices (which are connected by joints or edges), we calculate "dispersion" of a creature in a given plane as the weighed standard deviation (Bland and Kerry, 1998) of its body parts. Let us consider c to be the center of gravity and P to be the set containing all body parts. The dispersion in the xy plane will be evaluated as follows (dispersion in the z dimension is calculated analogously):
where w(p) is the importance of part p; in the experiments reported here it was the mass of p.
High-level description of movement
These three raw data series form the basis for higher-level descriptors of movement. In this paper we employ eight measures describing different qualities of locomotion:
1. Average error of linear regression of position in the xy plane (err line xy). A low value indicates movement similar to a straight line.
2. Horizontal oscillation factor (var dis xy) -coefficient of variation of dispersion in the xy plane.
3. Vertical oscillation factor (var dis z) -coefficient of variation of dispersion in the z dimension.
4. Vertical-to-horizontal oscillation ratio (sd dis z xy)mean ratio of dispersion in z to dispersion in xy.
5.
Mean instantaneous speed in xyz (inst speed).
6. Spectral flatness measure (sfm) defined as a geometrical mean of frequency domain of the xyz instantaneous speed divided by its arithmetical mean.
7. The frequency of the highest amplitude of the xyz speed (f max).
8. The maximal correlation of the xyz speed signal with its offset (autocorr max).
Let us now describe in more detail how these eight properties are calculated. First we define two helpful quantities, ∆C and F . Let E(p 1 , p 2 ) denote the Euclidean distance between points p 1 and p 2 . Then,
is a vector of instantaneous speed of a creature, and
is the discrete Fourier transform of ∆C.
1. The average error of two-dimensional Euclidean regression in the xy plane tells us how well can the path of movement of creature's center of mass in the horizontal plane be approximated with a straight line. For creatures whose movement cannot be approximated by a straight line, the value of err line xy will depend on both the length of the recorded series and the average instantaneous speed of the creature.
To calculate this measure it is necessary to find the Euclidean regression line y = ax + b (Stein, 1983) . This is the line for which the sum of the squares of distances from the points of the trajectory is minimal. The average error err line xy is calculated as the mean over all ε i , where
2. The horizontal oscillation factor evaluates the variability of the body dispersion in the xy plane. A creature that has a high horizontal oscillation factor tends to put a lot of effort in the horizontal limb moves like walking, crawling and snake-style swimming.
3. The vertical oscillation factor evaluates the variability of the body dispersion in the z dimension. Intuitively, a high vertical oscillation factor may indicate a jumping type of movement, while lower values may characterize crawling creatures.
4. The vertical-to-horizontal oscillation ratio compares the range of movement in vertical dimension to the range of movement in the horizontal plane.
5. The mean instantaneous speed in xyz is calculated as
6. Spectral flatness measure (sfm) describes the uniformity of the Fourier transform of creature's speed. Creatures whose speed in time resembles a sinusoid are assigned a low sfm value, while creatures exhibiting irregular speed will be assigned a higher sfm value. The value of sfm depends on the length of the recorded series of values. For creatures that do not move at all, sfm becomes 0. Spectral flatness measure is calculated as
7. The most significant frequency is calculated as the highest non-zero frequency in the spectrum of the creature's speed:
8. The maximal correlation of the xyz speed signal with its offset (autocorr max) may be calculated according to the following algorithm: 1: Speed ← vector(|C| − 1) 2: for i = 0..|C| − 3 do 3: The corrcoef function used in line 9 calculates the correlation coefficient between the original and the delayed signal (which, for our purpose, is the vector of instantaneous speed). The for loop in lines 11-17 determines lowerBound -the index of the first local minimum in the AutoCorr vector. The offsets lower than this index are then excluded from the search for the highest correlation (line 18).
The eight high-level properties defined above are used in the following experiments as eight descriptors of movement. The movement of each creature during its entire lifespan is described by these eight scalar values.
Simulation experiments
This section describes three analyses of results from two large-scale experiments. In simulations, the Framsticks environment was used with the "f1" genetic encoding (Komosinski and Ulatowski, 2009 . This direct encoding represents a creature as a string of symbols, and each symbol corresponds to some element of body or brain or to their properties. For example, "X" means a stick (i.e., two connected parts -or, in graph theory, an edge that connects two vertices). Parentheses denote branching, and letters can modify individual properties of sticks (for example, "l" makes a stick shorter, while "L" makes it longer). Neurons are encoded in square brackets as lists of input indexes and their weights, and arbitrary topologies of neural networks can be evolved. An example of a genotype and the corresponding phenotype is shown in Fig. 1 . Mutations modify individual aspects of a genotype, and two-point crossing over is used. Mechanical simulation uses a simple finite element method.
In both experiments, there was 64% of mutations, 16% of crossing overs, and 20% of clones. Cloning was used so that fitness could be averaged due to introduced random noise in simulation to make evaluation more robust and avoid overfitting.
Movement evolved for four fitness functions
In this experiment, the movement of 400 creatures was evaluated. These 400 creatures were evolved in independent evolutionary experiments with four fitness functions (100 independent evolutionary processes per one fitness function). The fitness functions were: maximizing velocity on land, maximizing velocity in water, maximizing vertical position of the center of mass without neural network enabled ("passive"), and maximizing vertical position of the center of mass with neural network enabled ("active"). In all these evolutionary experiments, gene pool size was 1000, and tournament selection was used with 3 genotypes in the tournament. Evolution consisted of two phases: low-pressure phase where the negative selection was random, and highpressure phase where the negative selection was removing the worst genotype from the gene pool. Each phase ended when 10 6 of non-improving individuals were created via mutation or crossing over and evaluated.
The set of 400 individuals obtained this way was earlier analyzed using phenotypic (body morphology) similarity (Komosinski, 2017) and the behaviors of these creatures are demonstrated at https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=lo4vL7gOuYk. Here we will analyze the movement of these creatures; note that the algorithm that evaluates movement is unaware of the fitness functions used to evolve the creatures. Different colors and symbols visible in plots are only used for easier interpretation of results. Fig. 2 demonstrates values of properties calculated for each creature, divided into four populations, based on the evolutionary goal towards which they were evolved. Values of all properties were normalized to lie within the range of [0; 1]. The properties allow for the distinction between different evolutionary goals, for example inst speed facilitates the distinction between velocity-based evolutionary goals and the two types of vertical position goals. The distinction between the goal of high velocity on land and in water is facilitated by the var dis z and sfm properties of creatures.
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) allowed us to gain more insight into the behaviors exhibited by the examined populations. Although in this experiment equal weights have been assigned to all properties, in general different values of weights can be employed to differentiate the importance of each property. Figs. 3 and 4 show the result of applying, respectively, three-and two-dimensional MDS to the original eight-dimensional space of properties. These two figures confirm that, although the populations are not always perfectly separated, based on the eight properties of movement it is possible to separate in the space of behaviors creatures evolved towards different evolutionary goals. One interesting insight provided by the MDS analysis is the division of the "vertposA" (vertical position, active) population into two distinct subpopulations -two "species". The first species of "verposA" resides in a close vicinity of the "vertposP" (vertical position, passive) population, which implies that it contains structures focused on obtaining high vertical position mostly through the evolution of their static structure. The second species can be noticed much closer to "velLand" (velocity on land) population, which suggests that the second species obtains its high vertical position mostly through a jumping movement. Similarly, two distinct species can be observed for the "velWater" population.
Variability of the properties of movement over evolutionary time
In this experiment, 100 independent evolutionary runs were performed to maximize velocity on land. Population size was 50, positive selection was tournament with the tournament size of 3, and evolution consisted of one stage that lasted for 100,000 evaluations of new genotypes. Fig. 5 presents the course of three selected evolutionary runs; each column shows how the best creature in the population changes its values of a given property over time; time passes downwards in all plots. We distinguish five main patterns of change over time:
Stagnation -occurs when the population converges to a local optimum, or the selective pressure (or genetic drift) guides the population over a part of the landscape where a given property does not change, or its change would lead to the decrease in fitness.
Gradual change -occurs when the fitness landscape facilitates continuous improvement through small changes.
Sudden change -occurs when some new, fit and significantly unique creature appears in the population. This pattern of change is an important feature of the theory of punctuated equilibrium.
Outliers -localized, unusual values of a property may correspond to unusual, nonterminal variations of the most fit creature in the population. These variations die out because of their sub-par fitness or as an effect of a genetic drift.
Noise -may occur when the population traverses the fragment of the fitness landscape where the value of a given property is unstable.
Each property tends to exhibit some patterns more prominently than others. While var dis xy and inst speed often change gradually, var dis z tends to stagnate and change only in sudden bursts. This correspond to the fitness landscape resulting from the evolutionary goal of vertical movement -while instantaneous speed and horizontal range of movement are directly linked to this specific task, the range of vertical movement is not, and so evolution does not explore this dimension of behavior. Interestingly, two of the proposed properties, err line xy and autocorr max, tend to demonstrate noisy behavior. This may be a result of a chaotic movement of the simulated creature, as both of these properties are strongly dependent not only on the general characteristics of creature's movement, but also on the specifics of a given simulation run, such as slightly different initial conditions or random noise. In Fig. 5 , f max appears to alternate between a few distinct values; this is probably because there are a few high peaks of a similar amplitude in the frequency spectrum. In such a case, the choice of the value of f max will be highly random. tiple properties (e.g., multidimensional scaling) could reveal the presence of sub-species within any specific species, and subsequently allow for the automatic classification thereof.
Summary
In this paper we have introduced a set of eight quantitative properties which describe the movement of simulated three-dimensional creatures. The measures were employed to evaluate the behavior of evolved 3D stick creatures, but they can be easily generalized to other shapes of creatures, including solids. We have calculated movement properties for four populations, each consisting of 100 creatures evolved using a unique fitness function, and we have shown that these populations are separable in the space of the proposed movement properties. This suggests that the space of behaviors defined by these eight measures can facilitate automatic classification of "species" (i.e., goals towards which the creatures were evolved) or even "subspecies" (specific strategies of achieving these goals). The proposed set of properties can be used not only for automatic classification of evolved or designed behaviors, but also as a space which can be exploited by diversity-based search algorithms (Mouret and Doncieux, 2009 ), such as the novelty search (Lehman and Stanley, 2011) , or for speciation in simulated evolutionary processes.
We have also analyzed how the movement properties of simulated creatures change during their evolution and demonstrated that attractors exist in the space of behaviors, which make some values of the proposed properties more likely to occur than others.
Some of the properties introduced in this paper could be potentially improved by increasing their stability or identifying and decreasing the amount of dependencies between their values. These issues will be our further work, and we will look for other reliable and informative properties of movement that can be efficiently computed for arbitrary 3D stick agents.
